
NOTE: If you fork to the left, you will have a slight uphill climb and 
slightly longer walk. If you fork to the right, the trail is level and 
shorter (recommended for those with limited mobility). After five 
clues, the trails will meet and you will be on the same path. Both 
trails deliver the same letter clues (so parties can split up and still 
finish this quest together, if desired).

NOTE: The two paths have now converged again.

One trailhead is an old vehicle name
And two of the vowels are the same.
Take the vowel that we mean
And place it in space fourteen.

Continue west to a long bridge ahead,
See marsh plants there about which you’ve read.
The ones with edges are what we mean,
Letter three of this plant is space fifteen.

Now walk along, there’s a fork you’ll meet.
Turn left and walk; this bit you repeat.
Find the sign you’ve already read,
It’s not far, just a little ahead.

A fictitious chief is honored here.
Can you find his name listed there? 
First letter of his name is a silent lot,
So pick the second for the sixteen spot.

Siltcoos Lagoon Trail is a lovely ½-mile, easy, accessible 
trail located inside the Siltcoos Recreation Area. The level 
trail meanders around an oxbow of the Siltcoos River. 
Find out how this beautiful lagoon was formed and why 
it is disappearing. Enjoy the sights, sounds and smells 
of the nearby ocean, migratory and resident birds and 
wildlife, and beautiful forest and understory. Camping 
and restrooms are available year-round in the Lagoon 
Campground located along the trail. This quest takes on 
average 1 to 1.5 hours to complete and is just under 1 
mile. Dogs are allowed on leash (6 foot max.) and pet-
waste removal is required.

NOTE: A Northwest Forest Pass, Oregon Coast Passport, federal 
recreation pass, or $5 day-use fee is required for each vehicle in the 
Siltcoos Recreation Area. A fee machine (to purchase a day pass) is 
located onsite to the west of where this quest begins. For more 
information about passes or parking, contact the Oregon Dunes National 
Recreation Area office at 541-271-3611.

How to get there: Siltcoos Recreation Area is located immediately 
south of milepost marker 198 on the west side of Highway 101. The 
entrance is approximately 8 miles south of the bridge in Florence (and 
is south of Dunes City), and approximately 13 miles north of Reedsport/
Gardiner. 

Where to park: Enter the Siltcoos Recreation Area and drive 
approximately 0.9 miles to locate the Waxmyrtle Campground (it is 
the SECOND campground and is on the LEFT/SOUTH side of the road). 
Cross the bridge and park just before the entrance to the campground 
(there is a trailhead here). If this parking area is full, cross back over 
the bridge and turn LEFT/WEST. There is another parking area a short 
distance farther on the LEFT/SOUTH side of the main road (marked P 
on the map). A short walking trail (next to the river) will bring you back 
to the bridge.

Established: 2018 by Jo-Ann Curtola and Dina Pavlis on behalf of Vision Quest 
~ Live Learn Explore, Siuslaw Vision, and U.S. Forest Service, Siuslaw National 
Forest, Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area…with special thanks to Vicki 
Penwell and Marty Stein for their support and help.

If you enjoyed this Quest, check out The Oregon Coast 
Quests Book, which contains directions for more than 

two dozen Quests in five Oregon counties. 

The book is available at Cape Perpetua Visitor Center 
and other local retailers. 

Visit hmsc.oregonstate.edu/quests for more 
information.

Place your stamp in the space below:

LEFT FORK (UPHILL ROUTE)

Walk to the crest of a hill,
See the lagoon? What a thrill.
You did not go down, you went _ _.
First letter, space 9, you’ve got it, yup.

Before you move, take in the view,
The _ _ _ _ _ of a hill (see previous clue).
The first letter of this word, my friend,
Will do the trick for space number ten.

Keep on walking round the bend, okay.
Do you see the road across the way?
Look up at the _ _ _; is it blue or gray?
Second letter, space eleven, is the play.

Now keep walking to the street.
Stop, don’t cross, there’s a clue to meet.
Three small signs, what type of chair?
Fifth letter and space twelve are a pair.

Watch for cars as you cross the street!
The campground sign is really neat.
Dogs must be kept on one of these.
Fifth letter is space thirteen, please.

From this sign you must go forth,
Heading right to the north.
Move ahead with footwork deft,
To find the trailhead sign at left.

RIGHT FORK (LEVEL ROUTE)

If you’re walking right along
A tree is crossing, fallen, long
You are not walking over, but _ _ _ _ _
First letter, space 9, what a wonder.

Now take more steps in a line
And read the large wooden sign.
A passport of the Oregon _ _ _ _ _,
For letter one, space ten’s the host. 

If facing the sign, turn around please
What is the rule a driver sees?
Watch out for cars as you look!
Letter one is for space eleven’s nook.

Do you see a faucet standing near?
Watch out for cars as you walk here!
No washing or what is on the sign?
Second letter, space twelve is divine.

Now right to the south is a recycle plot.
How many cans are in this spot?
Second letter of the number seen,
Put that letter in space thirteen.

Look for the trailhead sign ahead
Across the street, it must be read.
Look both ways and cross the street.
Make your way safely, nice and neat.
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Now go to the road, but do not cross
Or your quest journey will be lost.
Turn east; that’s left, if you don’t know,
A campground sign is where you’ll go.

USFS is the brand
That manages all this campground land.
Fourth word of their name is really keen.
And the fourth of that word is seventeen.

And now for something kind of neat
Look for a marker just to the east.
It’s made of STONES and near the ground,
Don’t walk far; it’s close; look around.

Watch out for berries on the stair,
As you begin to maneuver there.
Look there or on this page for the sign
That shows the year of this design?

The last letter of the date that you see,
Is what you want, it has to be.
Space eighteen is where it fits best,
You are almost done with your quest!

One letter left to be found…
Are you tired of walking around?
It’s okay, so are we,
So the last letter we’ll give for free.

Before we tell you what you need,
Watch for cars as you proceed!
Cross to the bridge, it’s not far,
And your final letter is the letter R!

Did you know?

This marsh provides 
important habitat for 
birds such as Red-
winged Blackbirds, 
warblers and others. 
If you are here in 
springtime or sum-
mer, you have likely 
heard their calls and 
song.

Question for the 
Curious:

What is the history 
behind the word 
Tsiltcoos?

The answer is in the 
Quest box at the end 
of your journey.

Question for the 
Curious:

What is Angell Job Corps 
and why do these steps 
appear to lead nowhere?

The answer is in the 
Quest box at the end of 
your journey.



You are standing near a wooden walk;
If you want to see wildlife, whisper-talk.
The lagoon you see is changing fast.
The water here will never last. 

“Why is it changing?” I hear you ask.
To find out why, a quest is your task.
Don’t step upon the wooden walk yet
Or this quest you might regret.

Take in the view of the water long
And listen for some sweet birdsong.
Your quest starts now so look around
Find three small signs close to the ground.

Two say okay and one says no;
Can you figure out how you cannot go?
Take that “noun” and start your fun,
The second letter goes in space number one.

Don’t hurry now, take it slow,
Enjoy the beauty as you go.
Listen to birds and ocean’s breeze,
Relax, have fun and notice the trees.

Now look around, down the wooden trail,
Do you see the next sign? You cannot fail.
Walk on down and have a read
To find the letter that you need.

Take a moment to read the sign
About the beach, find the line:
From mid-March to September, here,
A certain animal is prohibited there.

The animal’s name has a single vowel;
When you see it, you might just howl.
Do you know what to do?
Put it in space number two!

Read all the facts before you go;
You’ll have more fun when you know.
Now keep on going after you’ve read,
Fork LEFT to see a sign ahead.

Where to start: Exit your car and walk back across the bridge (if 
you parked at the second location farther to the west, follow the 
trail on the south side of the road back to the bridge; see map). You 
will see a wooden boardwalk directly across the road. Watch for 
traffic as you cross to the starting edge of this wooden boardwalk. 
It is here your quest begins!

Find the spot with sign and seat;
Have a rest if you’re feeling beat.
When you’re ready, read what’s true
About the critters watching you.

Don’t be scared, they won’t bite,
From you they’d run in a fright.
Find the one that eats frogs, you see,
First letter of word two is space three.

When you find you’ve had enough
Of all these animal facts and stuff,
Go north and cross bridge one as you do
Then enjoy the view from bridge number two.

As you’ve traveled the trail going forth,
The direction you’ve gone is due _ _ _ _ _.
This little rhyme will tell you more,
The first letter of the word is space number four.

Now walk ahead until you see
The many trunks of a single tree.
About 20 steps and it’s on the right;
Behold the trunks, a groovy sight

Wax_ _ _ _ _ _ trunks put on a show. 
This tree’s name you might know.
The name of the campground by your car,
Look back in the notes, it’s not far.

What you need is the first letter,
For space five and you’ll feel better.
If you find you’re really stuck, well then,
Fill it in with the letter M.

Now have some fun as you walk along,
Do you hear any lovely sweet bird-song?
Find a sign for your next clue
Aren’t you glad you don’t need a canoe?

The very next sign tells the tale
Of our lagoon’s coffin nail.
Read the story and you’ll find
Changes caused by humankind.

When you have read the sign at hand,
Find the reference to Down Under land.
Australia’s oxbow name is fine
To fill space six with letter nine.

Question for the 
Curious:

Some portions of 
Oregon beaches have 
restrictions between 
March 15 and Septem-
ber 15 to help protect 
nesting areas of the 
threatened western 
snowy plover.

In what year were 
western snowy plover 
listed as threatened?

The answer can be 
found in the Quest 
box at the end of your 
journey.

Question for the 
Curious:

This “many trunk-
ed” tree should not 
be confused with 
Oregon Myrtlewood (a 
hardwood laurel that is 
more prevalent along 
the southern coast of 
Oregon).

What “California” tree 
is actually considered 
Oregon Myrtlewood in 
Oregon?

The answer can be 
found in the Quest 
box at the end of your 
journey.

Question for the 
Curious:

Why are alder trees 
considered a “pioneer 
species”?

The answer can be found 
in the Quest box at the 
end of your journey.

Did you know?

As you move along the 
trail, you may notice 
the plants changing. 

Different plant commu-
nities grow in different 
habitats. As the habitat 
changes, the plants 
also change. 

Pay attention as you 
walk. See if you can 
identify each time you 
enter a new habitat/
plant community.

Did you know?

The tall grass-like 
plants growing in the 
marshy area of the 
lagoon are sedges, not 
rushes. You can dis-
tinguish sedges from 
rushes by remembering 
this saying:

“Sedges have edges 
and rushes are round.”

Can you see the edges 
on these sedges?

Did you know?

The Sitka spruce is 
easy to identify by its 
“potato chip” style 
bark and very prickly 
needles.

Did you know?

In 1972, Congress 
designated the 
31,500-acre sandy 
dunes of the Siuslaw 
National Forest as the 
Oregon Dunes National 
Recreation Area in 
recognition of its 
unique values. Did you 
know the dunes are 
disappearing? Learn 
more at
SaveOregonDunes.org.

Now you have a longer walk,
So enjoy the view and chat and talk.
At the bridge you’re halfway there.
Take a moment to smell the air.

If you should hear sounds of OHV’s,
It’s not a mistake, no sirree.
45% of Oregon Dunes land
Is open to those who ride the sand.

Look around and you’ll notice that
The bridge ends near forest habitat.
The forest has its own sweet smell 
Of pines and plants and it’s real swell.

If you have stopped, it’s time to go;
A sign ahead will let you know
More about this special place
And provide a letter for a space.

At this next sign, you will learn
How human error has caused a turn.
What is the birdlike plant we hate?
The eighth letter is perfect for spot eight.

Yo! Look around, before you go.
One more fact you may not know.
See “habitat edges” of changing plants?
These are great for wildlife, so happy 
dance!

Now continue to the fork in the road.
A decision is at hand for your quest mode.
Fork to the left and uphill is your way,
Or fork to the right for an easier day.

Question for the 
Curious:

This sign talks about 
invasive parrotfeather 
and shows a photo of 
parrotfeather in the 
area. When you look 
out, however, you see 
very little parrotfeather 
at this location (instead, 
you see native plants 
such as cattail, bulrush, 
and coast willow). 

Why would they put this 
sign here if there is very 
little parrotfeather in 
this location?

The answer can be 
found in the Quest 
box at the end of your 
journey.

As you continue on your way,
Do you see any changes?
What do you say?
Is the water changing? Is there less of it?
Are the plants changing also, just a bit?

Now don’t dismay or say boo-hoo
It’s a bit of a walk to your next clue.
See the capitalized words below?
Think them through and you will know.

Keep walking and watching for a tree,
On your left, a GIANT “Y” trunk you’ll see.
Stop at this ALDER. Behold the sight!
Oh, and take a look to your right.

You’ll see a place where people eat
Hotdogs, burgers and other treats.
The name of the table where they dine,
That first letter for space seven is fine.

Now walk ahead about sixty feet.
There’s something cool; it’s really neat.
The trail bends a bit, then two huge trees!
This shore pine and spruce are sure to please.
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